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1. PRELIMINARIES
The notion of the jump of a structure has received much attention in computable structure
theory over the last decade. The jump of a structure A is deﬁned by adding to A a complete
Σ1 relation. This term was introduced independently by various researchers [1-7], as there are
various ways of understanding what a complete Σ1 relation is: Montalba´n used relatively intrinsic
c.e. subsets of N×A<ω; Soskov employed the forcing relation for Π1 formulas over the Moschovakis
extension of A. In Russia it is common to deal with universal Σ-deﬁnable relations on the
hereditarily ﬁnite extension of A—we adhere to just this approach here. (The reader is referred
to [8] for the history of the diﬀerent deﬁnitions explained in more detail.) The notion of jump, it
turned out, is important because its use brings more clarity to diﬀerent known constructions in
computable structure theory.
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